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Tissue Bulking with Injectable 

Hydrogels 
Hydrogel Medical Devices

Summary

CPG scientists have developed a formulation of injectable

hydrogel that can be used to reinforce human tissue,

acting as a bulking agent. CPG hydrogels use a well-

recognized biocompatible synthetic polymer, polyvinyl

alcohol (PVA) that can be physically crosslinked after

injection. Alternate tissue bulking materials are particle-

based or are chemically crosslinked. These techniques

pose potential health risks as chemical by-products can

cause cell necrosis and particles can migrate. CPG

hydrogels offer a safe tissue bulking agent that can be

formulated for specific tissue applications.

Description

CPG developed a permanent, non-migrating,

biocompatible material suitable for percutaneous

injection. In collaboration with the Massachusetts General

Hospital 1,2,3, this hydrogel has been used to treat mitral

valve regurgitation in an ovine model. Additionally, CPG

has investigated the use of this formulation for urinary

incontinence and gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD).

The formulation was injected through a long, narrow-

gauge catheter, and gelled in vivo without a chemical

reaction. Different requirements for a specific

application, including delivery systems, stiffness, and

gelation time, can be met by formulation adjustment.

Discussion

Injection of hydrogel into the infarcted heart muscle

allows stiffening of the dead muscle and restoration of

the geometry of the valve tethers. Chronic regurgitation

is therefore reduced or removed with a simple, minimal

access treatment. Long-term animal studies are currently

ongoing but data at 6 months is highly encouraging.

Applications

Injectable hydrogels can be utilized in support and

augmentation of a variety of human tissues including

urinary, cardiovascular, esophageal, and cosmetic.

Moderate MR resulting from an infarction (left ultrasound) is reduced by injection of hydrogel

into the myocardial wall (arrows)
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Cambridge Polymer Group, Inc. is a contract research laboratory specializing in materials. We partner with 

our clients to solve the world’s toughest polymer problems utilizing our multi-disciplinary research team and 

full service laboratory.

We work with clients throughout the product life cycle to:

• Develop new materials

• Design prototypes for proof-of-concept studies

• Create and execute experimental design

• Validate and verify manufacturing processes

• Perform root-cause analysis in product failures

Cambridge Polymer Group, Inc. was founded in 1996 to provide a cost-effective resource for testing, research 

and development to clients who need periodic access to Ph.D.-level scientists and their support structure. We 

have developed a host of testing methods and materials for our clients, which number more than 1,000.


